Cousin

Final
Step 1:
Doodle two pieces of cousin covers by following the stencil.

Step 2:
Once finished the cover of the cousin, put the zipper between two pieces of covers and mend them together.

Step 3:
Make sure that the zipper is rapped fully by doodling on top of it.

Step 4:
Do not forget to mend the back of the covers of the cousin with each other.

Step 5:
Do not forget to doodle the lace for the cousin edge.

Step 6:
Stick the lace on top of the cousin cover.
Step 7:
Make sure that it was mended steadily between two pieces of cousin covers.

Step 8:
Doodle the pattern for the cousin by following the stencil.

Step 9:
Stick with the cousin covers after doodle the piece of pattern.

Step 10:
Left one side of edge for filling in the cotton inside the cousin.

Step 11:
Make sure the pattern was not fall off.

Step 12:
Mend the rest of the edge of the cousin once you confirm all the cotton was filled in.